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Visit Svalbard AS 
 

 
 
Svalbard Tourism Board 
66 companies 
Coordination – cooperation - development 
 
Visit Svalbard AS 
DMO located in Longyearbyen 
3+2 full time employees 
 



Tourism on the premises of nature 

Protected areas 
•  7 national parks 
•  21 nature reserves 

 ;incl. 15 birds reserves 
•  1 geotope 

Svalbard Environmental 
Law; secure untouched 
wilderness, including 
wildlife, landscapes, flora, 
fauna and cultural heritage. 



A need for growth: 
- How do we grow within the strong restrictions? 

- How many tourists can Svalbard have? 

•  Guests staying at commercial 
accommodation in 2015:              
 - 60 000 visitors 
 - 131 000 overnight stays 

•  Cruise tourism: 
 - 35 000 overseas visitors 
 - 11 500 expedition cruise guests 

•  Mass tourism…? 
 - 164 visitors per day (staying) 
 - Max due to capacity 700  

 
•  Room for growth – no mass tourism and 

within the strong environmental 
regulations 

•  Keywords: uniquess - authenticity 



Tourism on 78 degrees north:  
How do we prepare for sustainable growth? 

•  Masterplan / Strategy «Destination Svalbard 
towards 2025» 

•  Label «Sustainable destination» 

•  Main focus; whole year tourism 
 
•  Longyearbyen as an attractive arena for tourism 

– not just the hub 

•  Svalbard Cruise Network 

•  Local and central processes / authorities; 
Longyearbyen lokalstyre, the Governor of 
Svalbard, the Norwegian Government, 
organizations, press & media 



Des$nasjon	  Svalbard	  2025 



Why «Sustainable destination» 

5	  områder:	  
A:	  Forankring	  og	  implementering	  på	  poli4sk	  plan	  i	  kommunen	  

B:	  Forankring	  og	  implementering	  i	  reiselivet	  
C:	  Bevaring	  av	  natur,	  kultur	  og	  miljø	  

D:	  Bevaring	  av	  sosiale	  forhold	  
E:	  Økonomisk	  levedyk4ghet	  

45	  
kriterier	  

108	  
indikatorer	  



Masterplan	  «Svalbard	  	  towards	  2025» 



The	  extraordinary	  ordinary	  



Strategiske	  4ltaksområder	  
Tiltaksområder Tiltak 

A: LYB as an arena for discovery 1.  Communication tools, including differentiation 
towards our Arctic neighbours 

2.  New services, new experiences 
3.  Introduce local food and science in tourism 

B: Differentiation 1.  Differentiate products 
2.  Differentiate the seasons 

C: Cultur and structures for 
development 

1.  Local cooperation 
2.  Local knowledge 
3.  The local authorities’ role and efforts 
4.  Framework for tourism 

D: Sustainability 1.  Sustainability project 

E: Effective systems and support 
facilities 

1.  Enhance competence 
2.  Event office 
3.  Information services 

F: Accessibility 1.  Infrastructure in general; flights 



The goal is to strengthen Longyearbyen and Isfjorden as a cruise 
destination «post heavy oil ban» 
 
•  Organize tour operators, suppliers and other local interests with an ambition to keep and 

further develop Longyearbyen and Svalbard as an attractive cruise destination. 
  
•  Product and destination development; creating more and better shorex with sufficient 

capacity.  
 
•  Develop Isfjorden as an attractive area for slow cruising.  

•  Strengthen Longyearbyen as a turnaround port. 

•  Stimulate local cooperation; increase local value creation (use capacity) 

•  Strengthen the economic foundation for the suppliers in a whole year perspective 

•  All within strong regulations and the demand of sustainability 

 



The future is white, cold and easy going… 

•  Strong forces / interestes in the High 
Arctic – which ones will dominate? 

•  Laws and regulations; the devil in the 
details 

•  The will to cooperate locally 

•  Flights; capacity in the air 

•  Growth vs sustainability – do we manage 
to preserve nature, keep our authenticity 
and uniqueness – and also be profitable? 

•  Climate change 



Welcome to  
Longyearbyen and Svalbard 


